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“Culture is the deeper level of basic assumptions and beliefs
that are shared by members of an organization, that operate
unconsciously and define in a basic ‘taken for granted’ fashion
an organization’s view of its self and its environment.”
— Edgar Schein, Organizational Culture and Leadership
Author and former MIT professor1
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“Leadership goes hand-in-hand with strategy
formation, and most leaders understand the
fundamentals. Culture, however, is a more elusive
lever, because much of it is anchored in unspoken
behaviours, mindsets and social patterns.”

an executive white paper by: CEO Health + Safety Leadership Network and The Conference Board of Canada

—The Leader’s Guide to Corporate Culture, Harvard Business Review2
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Introduction
Five Years of Creating Healthier and Safer Workplaces
At the October 2018 CEO Health + Safety Leadership Network (the Network) Roundtable
session, leaders gathered to discuss the CEO’s role in managing, nurturing and evolving
organizational culture.

In her opening remarks, Workplace Safety & Prevention Services CEO Lynn Brownell
noted that 2019 marks the five-year anniversary of the Network. She reminded
participants that it was developed to bring like-minded leaders together who share
a passion for creating a culture of health and safety in their workplaces and beyond.
She noted that every member is on a unique journey, and that they each bring different
strengths and experiences to the table. She also highlighted that there should be no
competition when it comes to keeping people healthy and safe, and that the Network
is intended to be a safe space where members and guests can come together to share
freely, learn from and inspire one another.
The event featured a presentation by Modern Niagara CEO Brad McAninch, who talked
about his organization’s journey to becoming an employer of choice, followed by a
workshop led by Andrew Harkness, Strategy Advisor, Organizational Health Initiatives
at Workplace Safety & Prevention Services, to explore how the Network can continue
to support leaders on their journey toward creating a culture of health and safety.

A New Partnership with The Conference Board of Canada
This white paper marks the first formal collaboration between the Network and The
Conference Board of Canada’s Health and Safety Leadership Centre (HSLC). The day
following the roundtable session, the Conference Board hosted a meeting on Safety
Culture: Assessing Organizational Maturity and Modelling Change.
In this paper, we share insights from both events and shine the spotlight on two
organizations whose leaders have fully embraced their role in nurturing a culture
of health and safety.
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This is a theme that has been part of most of the previous roundtable events. However,
this time, the conversation focused more specifically on the individual journeys of the
leaders in the room and the support they feel they need to be successful.
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Overview of the CEO Health + Safety Leadership
Network Roundtable
Keynote Presentation: The Path to Employer of Choice
Modern Niagara is a values-driven organization and their core values are simple—
exactly the way employees want them to be. They are illustrated as a circle with
teamwork at the centre surrounded by the words initiative, professionalism,
passion and determination. They were identified through a storytelling exercise.
Every few weeks, employees were asked to jot down the names of two people who
impressed them and explain why. After a few waves of sharing, these were the
values that emerged.

One of the foundational pieces that McAninch feels truly transformed Modern Niagara’s
culture is their SMaC (Specific, Methodical and Consistent) recipe. He had the
opportunity to join 10 other CEOs from around the world for a visit to meet Jim Collins,
author of many business books, including Good to Great, Great by Choice3, and Built to
Last4. During their visit, Collins shared information about the importance of a SMaC
recipe for organizational success. In his book Great by Choice5 he states, “A SMaC recipe
is the operating code for turning strategic concepts into reality, a set of practices more
enduring than mere tactics. SMaC practices can last for decades and apply across a
wide range of circumstances.”
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is a direct result of creating a space where people feel safe; providing competitive
compensation and benefits; giving everyone the right to a positive, progressive
workplace; creating a culture of praise and appreciation; challenging employees and
giving them the tools to do their best work.

ID
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In a recent engagement survey, 93% of Modern Niagara employees said they strongly
agreed, and 5% agreed, that they felt respected. CEO Brad McAninch believes this
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“...two areas of greatest
importance in their
recipe are the tenets
that no one should be
afraid to ask for help,
and when asked for help
you are duty-bound to
provide it; the second
is that everyone has a
responsibility to keep
the workplace safe, fun
and interesting.”

McAninch says the two areas of greatest importance in their recipe are the tenets
that no one should be afraid to ask for help, and when asked for help you are dutybound to provide it; the second is that everyone has a responsibility to keep the
workplace safe, fun and interesting.
He feels that keeping it simple has led to success. “People understand, can relate
and repeat.” In closing, he noted that though he’s proud of what Modern Niagara
has accomplished, he doesn’t feel that they have it all figured out. “Even though
we’re 60 years old, this is always a work in progress.”

Andrew Harkness has more than 25 years of global health & safety experience, and
he’s seen how our understanding of the issues affecting the health and safety of
employees and workplaces has expanded. In his remarks, he likened our growing
understanding of creating psychologically healthy and safe workplaces to the shift
that occurred when musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) came to the fore. “MSDs shook
things up. People didn’t feel supported when they tried to bring these issues forward.”
Of course, we’ve come a long way since then, and now, the same is becoming true
about psychological health. Today, Harkness says, “We are asking questions about
how we keep people not just physically safe, but psychologically safe, too.”
He noted, “When it comes to the health side of health and safety we’re still in the
early days and have a long way to go.” He also acknowledged that while tangible steps
and improvements are being made and leaders are communicating more, this is a
significant culture shift and it’s going to take time.
Harkness stressed the vital role that leaders play and the fact that they are always
under a microscope and must lead by example on good days and not so good days. He
also pointed out that one of the priorities for leaders has to be looking at what needs to
be done to support managers so they can make decisions and lend support confidently
and competently.
Figuring out where to begin and where to allocate energy and resources is one of the
biggest challenges for many leaders. Harkness highlighted the importance of events
like the Network roundtables to tap into inspiration and support.
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Workshop Discussion
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After his introductory comments, Harkness turned the discussion over to individual
tables to reflect on where they are in their own journeys and how the Network can
continue to support them. Participants were asked to discuss where their organizations
have been focusing recently and where they expect to turn their attention
in the next few years. Responses included:
 ensuring the workplace is both physically and psychologically healthy and safe
 creating a healthy reporting culture where it is okay to ask questions, talk about
problems and address psychosocial issues
 setting the tone from the top and modelling the desired behaviour
 empowering managers and providing the training they need to feel supported
in their roles
an executive white paper by: CEO Health + Safety Leadership Network and The Conference Board of Canada

 shifting to performance excellence
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 updating reward and recognition programs
 enhancing communication and connecting with employees in person

How Can the Network Support Members?
When asked how they would like to use their time together and connect outside
of roundtable sessions, many members expressed a desire to share/hear more
stories and case studies. And, taking it one step further, to introduce mentorship
and/or peer-to-peer support programs.
There was broad interest in continuing to grow the membership of the Network,
engaging others in events—in-person and virtual—who would bring new perspectives
to the discussions. There was even mention of enlisting the support of existing
members to “bring a friend” to future events.
Webinars, online discussion groups—either through LinkedIn or the website—and
smaller regional sessions were all raised as possible ways to connect outside of
larger events.

“Unfortunately, in our experience it is far more common for leaders seeking to build high-performing
organizations to be confounded by culture. Indeed, many either let it go unmanaged or relegate it to
the HR Function, where it becomes a secondary concern for the business. They may lay out detailed,
thoughtful plans for strategy and execution, but because they don’t understand culture’s power and
dynamics, their plans go off the rails. As someone once said, culture eats strategy for breakfast.”
—The Leader’s Guide to Corporate Culture, Harvard Business Review6

Highlights from the Health + Safety Leadership
Centre Meeting
The CEO Health + Safety Leadership Network roundtable event was followed by
a meeting of The Conference Board of Canada’s Health and Safety Leadership Centre.
A roster of powerful speakers was assembled to generate discussion on defining,
measuring and promoting safety culture. A variety of topics were covered, including
people-centred disaster management, moving from compliance to commitment, injury
benchmarking and assessing organizational maturity. The day culminated with a panel
discussion on safety culture.

In his opening remarks, Masotti talked about the importance of a “people first” perspective
and emphasized that employees and all stakeholders, including family and friends, must
be at the forefront of safety culture. He also discussed the necessary balance between
Intelligence Quotient (IQ) and Emotional Quotient (EQ), stressing that interpersonal skills
and intelligence are equally important in generating positive outcomes.
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Vice President, Responsible Care, Chemistry Industry Association of Canada; Dr. Mark
Fleming, Professor of Psychology, Saint Mary’s University; and Megan MacRae, Executive
Director, Human Resources, Toronto Transit Commission (TTC).
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The Safety Culture Panel was chaired by Larry Masotti, Director, Strategic Relationships,
Workplace Safety & Prevention Services, and included presentations by: Luc Robitaille,
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Chemistry Sector Working Together to Create a Culture of Safety7
Luc Robitaille provided an overview of Responsible Care, a voluntary initiative developed
by the Chemistry Industry Association of Canada in 1985, which has grown into a global
voluntary initiative specifically for the chemistry sector.
Responsible Care is built on the ethical principles of doing no harm, being accountable,
creating value and being transparent. It involves a third-party verification assessment
every three years and reports are made available to the public. One of the key questions
asked during the process is: how does your company demonstrate a safety culture?
Robitaille closed off by acknowledging the chemistry sector’s leadership in establishing
and sustaining this program, which holds organizations accountable for creating a
culture of safety.

Leader’s Guide to Safety Culture8
Dr. Mark Fleming has over 25 years of experience in high risk industries, including
offshore oil and gas, nuclear power, petrochemical, power generation and construction.
His current work centres on examining methods of measuring and improving safety
culture, motivation and leadership.
He defines safety culture as, “The attitudes, values, norms and beliefs which a
particular group of people shares with respect to risk and safety.”9 In his experience,
he sees that some organizations “live the safety culture” way and others don’t.
He warned that when safety culture is threatened, it has the potential to impact all
of the systems and processes organizations have in place and outlined four primary
threats that organizations face.

Production Pressure
Prioritization of production over safety has the potential to undermine the controls
that an organization has in place.

Complacency
This occurs in two forms: The first is, thankfully, rare—that an organization simply
does not care about safety. The second, perhaps more insidious, is a belief that the
organization is safer than others, so the rules don’t apply. There is a collective sense
of invulnerability and lack of concern about safety.

In psychology, normalization of deviance refers to a deviant behaviour that individuals
are accustomed to, thereby rendering it normal. In the workplace, this occurs when
individuals are aware they are breaking rules, but they continue to do so and their
deviance from expected practices becomes socially acceptable.

Tolerance of inadequate systems
Equipment and tools don’t work properly but employees are still expected to
complete the jobs or tasks they’ve been assigned, so they “make do and mend.”
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Normalization of deviance
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Dr. Fleming believes that anything can be accomplished with good leadership at the
forefront of an organization. He has observed that leaders who transform safety:

Value Life Above All Else
They are committed to continuous safety improvement because they care about
employees and don’t want them to be injured doing the work they were asked to
do. They are not simply motivated by reducing injury claims, WCB costs, and other
formalities associated with incidents at work.

Do What They Say They Are Going to Do
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If these leaders are unable to deliver on a commitment, they, at minimum, provide
an apology and an explanation.
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Actively Encourage Employees to Speak Up
They encourage open and honest dialogue—even when the feedback is negative.

Involve Those Affected
These leaders involve those who will be impacted by change, because they recognize
these individuals often have a better idea of what the change should look like.

Learn from Experience
They talk to other leaders to share successes and failures so that mutual learning
can occur.
As he closed off his session, he shared five strategies for improving safety culture:
1. support leadership – Provide leaders with the skills and tools to be effective.
2. 
prioritize safety – Lectures and meetings are not enough to convey that safety

is important. Daily interactions and one-on-one conversations are critical.
3. 
involve employees – Employees must be involved in safety initiatives to feel

a sense of ownership and responsibility.

4. 
learn actively – Active learning is important for both leaders and employees

and there should be a process for capturing this within the organization.
5. 
communicate frequently – Leaders should listen twice as much as they speak.

Listening to employees goes a long way toward creating an effective safety culture.

Safety Culture: Through the Lens of Fitness for Duty10
In her role at the TTC, Megan MacRae is responsible for all human resources services
including labour relations and collective bargaining, compensation and recruitment,
occupational health and employee development.
When looking at safety culture as it relates to fitness for duty, MacRae said there
is a joint responsibility between the employee, the team and the organization. The
employee must contribute to a safe work environment by ensuring they are fit for duty.
She talked about some of the elements she feels are critical to success:
 monitoring and tracking incidents
 promoting safety and building understanding through formal and informal
discussions between leaders and employees
 enabling safe peer-to-peer reporting
 providing employee family assistance programs
 establishing an environment of trust
 being proactive and involving all stakeholders—including family and close friends
 recruiting leaders who believe in safety and will lead by example
The team must adopt a “greater good” perspective in the interest of safety
and well-being of their colleagues, and the organization must ensure the right
leadership is in place and mechanisms exist to foster a culture of safety.
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 disclosing information on those seeking support for substance abuse
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Participant Spotlight – Borger Group of Companies
In 2018, the Borger Group of Companies won its second
consecutive Canada’s Safest Employer Award. Achievements
that President and CEO Bill Borger is quick to attribute to the
efforts of his team.
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Bill Borger
President and CEO
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Borger Group makes health and safety and innovation fun and
rewarding. Opportunities abound for employees to become
champions of health and safety, such as being paid to attend
Borger University with courses created from the field and
head office, and receiving degrees, including Masters and
Doctorates. “Or being rewarded with “Borger Bucks” which
can be used to purchase items in the corporate store in return
for innovating new solutions.” Borger says approximately 30%
of innovations are safety related.

“It takes time to learn how to think innovatively. People have to think bigger than their
day-to-day tasks, but they start to think, ‘How do I drive this?’ ‘How do I turn this into
a solution?’” By pushing innovation “hard,” Borger says they’ve had some amazing
ideas come forward and they get better every year.
This is no small feat for any organization, but particularly noteworthy for one in the
“rough and tumble” construction industry as Borger describes it. Borger Group is a
heavy civil construction company and also has a transportation division specializing
in heavy hauls.

Leaders First
While health and safety has always been a core value, Borger feels that a real shift
occurred about 10 years ago when he and the rest of his senior management team
became more “loud and vocal” about the importance of safety. Prior to that, he
admits they were leaving the heavy lifting to the health and safety committee.
“Health and safety must be constantly reinforced by the senior management team.
We must abide by the same initiatives and walk the talk. When this doesn’t happen,
people begin to dismiss health and safety as a joke.”
Every manager at Borger Group is informed of incidents that occur within five
minutes of them happening—complete with photos. “This is how the senior
management team works together to prevent more serious incidents and identify
patterns. It also helps with problem solving and resolution.” Employees hear the
same information in the weekly broadcast. Names aren’t shared, but they hear
about all of the near misses that occurred. “It becomes a topic at weekly meetings
and people ask, ‘how can we fix this?’ which then creates an environment of
innovation,” Borger says.

Group of Companies

”People have to think
bigger than their dayto-day tasks.”
— Bill Borger
President and CEO

One Mistake Plus One Broken Policy Can Be Fatal
He says it’s a daily commitment to steer the organization away from a “get ‘er done”
attitude. In fact, Borger notes that when an employee cuts corners to get the job
done, even when no one gets hurt, it is grounds for dismissal. “Moving the needle back
when you’ve somehow slipped into this place takes 10 times the effort than just making
it a daily battle. We are constantly reinforcing the message that one mistake plus one
broken policy can be fatal… AND you’re going to make mistakes.”

Borger understands that his personal commitment to health and safety is the linchpin
of success and believes it is his role to walk the talk and inspire. “The health and safety
department reports directly to me—and only me—for all things.” When an incident
occurs, or an employee uses the Speak Out for Safety (SOS) cards they have available
to flag concerns, he personally visits the site. Whether or not he finds an issue, he uses
the opportunity to run through a drill and reinforce safety messages with the team.
And he doesn’t just wait for incidents to occur to do this. “I go out every Saturday to visit
as many sites as I can and talk safety with the foreman. I can’t talk specifically about
the job they are doing because I don’t know it like they do. But I can talk safety and
thank them for a job well done.”

Looking After Your Team as Family
More than half of Borger Group’s 400 employees are multi-generational—they had
family members who worked with previous generations of the Borger family—and
over 30 have been with the company more than 25 years. “When you’re looking after
your team as family, the return they give you is wonderful. It creates a culture of
success, teamwork and camaraderie.”

“Health and safety
must be constantly
reinforced by the
senior management
team.”
— Bill Borger
President and CEO

In this spirit, Borger doesn’t limit the discussion to his employees. He believes
spouses should be part of the conversation and will talk about safety when they
attend company events. He believes it’s vital that spouses be part of the conversation
so they can reinforce messages from home.
“We are always upping our game in health and safety.” Right now, like many
organizations, Borger Group is focused on ensuring they are protecting the physical
and psychological health and safety of employees in equal measure. Borger also
noted that he was inspired by a message that Andrew Harkness shared at the most
recent CEO Health + Safety Leadership Network roundtable session. Harkness
mentioned an organization that has stated they don’t just want people going home
safe at the end of the day, they want them going home better than when they
arrived. Borger said they’ve now adopted this goal and while he recognizes it’s
a lofty one, that’s the culture they want to create in their workplace.
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In a recent incident, an employee slipped down a gravel ditch. “All of the policies
worked really well. The ditch was sloped perfectly so he didn’t hurt himself. He got up
and dusted himself off and we checked him to make sure everything was okay. This is
how construction goes. You’re going to make mistakes, but if you follow every policy
correctly, then you at least give yourself a chance.”
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Participant Spotlight – Ontario Power Generation
Barb Keenan, Senior Vice President, People, Culture and Chief
Ethics Officer at Ontario Power Generation (OPG) knows how
powerful it can be when senior leaders are aligned behind a
shared goal. She and her colleagues have been working on
a cultural transformation for the past three and a half years, and
together, they are re-energizing the organization to become
One OPG.
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Barb Keenan
Senior Vice President,
People, Culture and
Chief Ethics Officer
Ontario Power
Generation (OPG)
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When President and CEO, Jeffrey Lyash joined OPG in 2015,
he and the senior leaders identified the need to reassess the
corporate culture. “As we refreshed and evolved the corporate
strategy, we took the opportunity to say, ‘If these are our longterm goals, what culture do we need to be successful?’”
says Keenan.

This led to a comprehensive assessment, involving employees at all levels of the
organization to identify the top three cultural shifts that would have the greatest
impact on success. They were moving from:
 bureaucracy to efficiency and good judgement
 transactions to outcomes and results
 leadership to technical and facilitative leadership
Narrowing the focus was essential. “We didn’t want to boil the ocean,”
explains Keenan.

Cultural Change Must Start at the Top
Recognizing the shift must start at the top, the Executive Leadership Team (ELT) took
a deep dive with survey results and feedback. They reflected on the impact they
have on culture collectively and as individuals. “We sat as a panel and transparently
discussed areas for improvement and how we would support one another.”
“We were vulnerable. One of the key things we identified was that we needed to
change the way we communicated. We needed to be more human—more down-toearth, transparent and relaxed. Our communication really has a different look and
feel now,” she says.
“We also made an ongoing commitment to demonstrate buy-in and walk the talk.”
Keenan says the One OPG days they’ve held have been an important step in this
direction. Everyone in the organization talks about the progress made. A group
of employees identified as “key influencers” have been tasked with being change
agents, collecting employee observations and noting where improvements still
need to be made.

“As a company we have
always been driven by a
safety culture; it’s part
of our DNA.”
— Barb Keenan
Senior Vice President,
People, Culture and
Chief Ethics Officer
Ontario Power
Generation (OPG)

Keenan feels the visibility of the CEO and commitment of senior leaders to lead by
example is vital. As such, the corporate incentive plan was revised to support the
change, annual individual assessments are weighted 70% on results (the “what”)
and 30% on behaviours (the “how”). The third cultural shift related to technical
and facilitative leadership has been integrated into performance evaluations and
succession planning. And the performance contract for people leaders now specifies
that they must demonstrate a contribution to all three culture shifts.
“We’re putting our money where our mouth is. We can’t be saying one thing and
rewarding for something else,” stresses Keenan.

OPG has won numerous awards for health and safety and corporate responsibility. In
the last five years, they have won the Canadian Electrical Association’s President’s
Award for Excellence for Employee Safety three times.
“As a company, we have always been driven by a safety culture; it’s part of our DNA.
It’s one of our core values and it’s always on our corporate scorecard. Safety always comes
before production; if you don’t work safely, you can’t produce results,” says Keenan.
In support of its goal to build a diverse, healthy and engaged workforce and a culture
to succeed, OPG has been focusing a lot of attention on diversity and inclusion and
psychological health and safety. They provided Mental Health First Aid training for 2,100
people leaders and they have already noticed an improvement. Employees are seeking
support earlier; the severity of health concerns has lessened, and absences are shorter.
People leaders have also completed online training modules on unconscious bias and
creating an inclusive workplace, the latter of which was followed up with a two-day,
in-person workshop. And they now have objectives related to diversity and inclusion
in the workplace.

Working Together to Create One OPG
Keenan stresses that the leadership team is vigilant about maintaining momentum
to ensure employees know they are on a journey and this isn’t just the “flavour of the
month.” At the 24-month mark, the leadership team assessed progress with a followup survey. They saw a 17% improvement in senior leaders’ perceptions of culture
alignment and an 8% improvement organization-wide. In addition, 73% of employees
indicated they felt the organization was on the right track.
Since they began this work, OPG’s production, financial and attrition metrics have
improved, as have sick leave statistics and overall safety metrics. Keenan says, “These
tell us what we’re doing is having a positive impact. We’re also raising the bar on
corporate scorecard targets because we’ve demonstrated that we can achieve more
aspirational goals.”
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Health and Safety Will Always Be at the Heart of OPG’s Culture
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Conclusion
Harkness’s words at the CEO Health + Safety Leadership Network roundtable seemed
to resonate with participants, with many sharing that they are, indeed, currently
focused on ensuring their workplaces are psychologically healthy and safe. Continuing
to evolve their organizational culture to create an open, safe environment that allows
people to share without fear of reprisal or stigma was also a key theme, as was
becoming more visible and vocal as leaders and empowering managers to do the same.
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The Conference Board of Canada’s Panel Discussion provided many tips and
insights to help leaders understand and embrace their role. Panelists reinforced
the importance of being proactive, involving employees in planning, getting out and
about and having meaningful one-on-one conversations across the organization,
recognizing family and close friends as vital stakeholders who must be part of
the conversation, and providing the systems, processes and tools to enable all
employees to contribute to a culture of safety in the workplace.
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As far as ongoing support from the Network is concerned, it is clear that members see
value in these sessions. They are also keen to share more stories and case studies,
attract new members and create opportunities to connect with one another online.

“The only thing of real importance that leaders do is to create and manage culture.”11
— Edgar H. Schein, Humble Inquiry: The Gentle Art of Asking Instead of Telling

About the CEO Health + Safety Leadership Network
The CEO Health + Safety Leadership Network is a distinguished group of leaders who
share a commitment to building sustainable businesses and communities.
This dynamic collaboration offers fertile ground for exchanging knowledge and ideas in
the pursuit of performance excellence. In addition to optimizing their own organizational
health and safety performance and return-on-investment, members:
 Build brand value and enhance corporate reputation
 Influence provincial and national health and safety policies and ensure business
requirements are represented in critical conversations
 Contribute to the transformation of health and safety culture in Ontario

The next CEO Health + Safety Leadership Network Roundtable is taking place
October 22, 2019. Watch for more information coming soon.

Contact Information
Simona Mazat
Lead, CEO Programs, Events and Promotions
Workplace Safety & Prevention Services
t

905-614-2138

e

CEOHSNetwork@wsps.ca

tf

1-877-494-9777 ext: 2138

w

ceohsnetwork.ca

Ready to Take the Next Step? Three Ways WSPS Can Help
1.

WSPS consultants can help build or adapt programs and policies to encompass the demands and
implications of the new legislation and help identify prevention opportunities to mitigate risk.

2.

Legislative Briefings and Workshops help employers understand the legislation and implications to health
and safety; in particular, managing challenges in safety sensitive industries.

3.

WSPS Mental Health First Aid (MHFA) instructors address a number of issues, including cannabis under
the substance-related disorders section of the MHFA course. Public and on-site sessions are available.

Contact us today 905-614-1400, 1-877-494-9777 or email customercare@wsps.ca.
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Join Us for the Next Roundtable Event
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About The Conference Board of Canada’s
Health and Safety Leadership Centre
The Conference Board’s Health and Safety Leadership Centre (HSLC) supports
the continuous improvement of healthy and safe workplaces. It is founded on the
principle that effective health and safety leadership is essential to the operation
of a successful business.

HEALTH, HEALTH CARE, AND WELLNESS

EXECUTIVE NETWORKS

Health and Safety
Leadership Centre.

Participation in the HSLC allows business leaders, governments, and academics
to exchange best practices within a learning community and demonstrate their
commitment to enhancing employees’ physical, social, and mental well-being.
The Conference Board of Canada is dedicated to leading this group by:
 conducting research on health and safety
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 collaborating and partnering with existing health and safety initiatives
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 featuring success stories from leaders who demonstrate a strong c
ommitment to health and safety
For more information, please visit: www.conferenceboard.ca/networks/HSLC

The Conference Board of Canada’s Health and Safety Leadership Centre (HSLC)
supports the continuous improvement of healthy and safe workplaces. It is founded
on the principle that effective health and safety leadership is essential to the
operation of a successful business.
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Appendix B: Roundtable Participants
The following organizations participated in the October 2018
CEO Health + Safety Leadership Network roundtable:
Borger Group
Bruce Power
Canadian Occupational Safety
Conference Board of Canada
CSA Group (Canadian Standards Association)
Fresh Communications
HASCO Health & Safety Canada Corporation
Infrastructure Health & Safety Association
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Kitchener-Wilmot Hydro Inc.
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Martin Brower Canada
Minerva Canada Safety Management Education Inc.
Ministry of Labour
Modern Niagara
Morneau Sheppell
Optimum Talent
Predictive Success
Public Services Health & Safety Association
Radiation Safety Institute of Canada
Responsible Distribution Canada
Rillea Technologies Inc.
Service & Hospitality Safety Association
STURM Consulting Inc.
THINK’n Corp.
Threads of Life
University of Toronto
Workplace Safety and Insurance Board
Workplace Safety & Prevention Services

Network Members

?

Let’s Shape the Future of
Health and Safety Together

CEOHSNetwork@WSPS.ca

Workplace Safety & Prevention Services™ is the largest
health and safety association in Ontario, responsible for more
than 167,000 member firms across the agricultural, industrial/
manufacturing and service sectors.

5110 Creekbank Road
Mississauga, ON L4W 0A1
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